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The Political perspective
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The reluctant leader

I Germany has actively engaged on all fronts and has been the most
important member of the resolution team

I However the German government has persistently pushed a policy response
that is motivated by a deep concern to avoid moral hazard by other
member states

I Reluctance to fund or favor quick and forceful commitments to regional
bailouts or strong interventions by the ECB

I Germany has managed to both help resolve and help exacerbate the crisis
(contagion).
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Reunification experience

I Solidarity exhaustion
I After decades of subsidizing and restructuring eastern Germany, the German

electorate is wary of committing more money to subsidize their neighbors.
I ”Solidarity goes hand in hand with solidity”, W. Schauble, WSJ, 2012
I ”A second Mezzogiorno has emerged”, H-W Sinn

I Reunification was followed by a set of reforms to restore competitiveness
I Sinner/saint dynamics : Germans have made painful sacrifices : welfare

cuts, wage restraint, labor market reforms. So others should do the same
I Successful reforms : Germany has restored competitiveness and growth after

2005
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Germany: the island of happiness

I 2013 : 70% German surveyed were satisfied with Merkel’s handling of the
crisis

I 67% German think that austerity was the right solution versus 80% Spanish
think there were better alternatives

I In comparison Cameron receive 2nd best result at 37%
I 75% of Germans were satisfied with the economic conditions in 2013 versus

9 and 4% in France and Spain
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Section 2

The Economic Perspective: European Imbalances
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Polarization
I Current account balances in

Greece, Ireland, Italy and Spain
worsened significantly during the
first decade of EMU, while
Portugal’s deficit remained at the
very high levels it had reached early

I Meanwhile, Germany and a
number of other smaller countries
in Northern Europe progressively
built current account surpluses

I Balanced current account for the
eurozone throughout the period.
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Not only intra-zone imbalances

I Trade with ROW accounts for a
large share of imports and exports
for all debtor countries, as well as
for Germany and France

I In Greece, Italy and Spain, rapid
increase in imports from
non-eurozone countries
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Asymmetric external demand

I Dramatic increase in Germany’s
exports from emerging Asia, oil
and commodity exporters, ans
Central East Europe: X2 from
2000 to 2008.

I Contrast with the rest of the
eurozone
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Asymmetric effect of trade shocks?

I Did trade shocks originating from outside the eurozone contribute to the
build-up in current account imbalances for countrie?

I Did the trade shocks have an asymmetric impact on Germany and eurozone
periphery?

1. The rise of China : rising export competition but rising Chinese demand for
goods and services

2. Higher oil prices: negative effect on oil trade balance but rising oil
producers demand

3. The integration of Central and Eastern European countries: rising export
competition but cheap capital and labour
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Data confirm the hypothesis

I The rise of China generated demand for machinery and equipment goods
exported by Germany while eurozone debtor countries were displaced from
their foreign markets by Chinese exports

I The terms of trade shock associated with higher oil prices contributed to
rising trade deficits but higher income in oil producing countries generated
strong demand for machinery and equipment exports from Germany

I German firms set up production platforms in emerging Europe to take
advantage of a higher return on capital and lower wage costs.
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Capital flows

I Chart plots net and gross
international investment position
of the eurozone as a whole vis-a-vis
ROW.

I Stable net position during the first
decade

I But gross external assets and
liabilities have risen substantially :
buoyant inward and outward
financial flows.
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Capital flows

I Did ROW investors provide
external financing to eurozone
debtor countries?

I Nope...
I ROW investors held their portfolio

debt claims primarily in ’core’
eurozone countries, rather than in
deficit countries.

I How did the financing of
imbalances take place?
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The Financing of Euro zone debtor countries

I Decomposition of net foreign
assets for eurozone debtor
countries between positions v-a-v
eurozone and ROW

I Increase in net external financing is
largely due to net liabilities
vis-a-vis other eurozone countries
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The Financing of Euro zone debtor countries

I In turn, core economies have
accumulated net foreign assets
vis-a-vis the debtor countries and
net foreign libailities v-a-v ROW.

I In particular, France and Germany
accumulated net foreign assets
almost exclusively from the five
deficit countries

I Germany accumulated positive net
foreign asset towards ROW →
Germany is a big saver

I France had a growing net liability
position vis-a-vis ROW → France
has intermediated ROW savings to
the periphery

I UK played a similar role
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Credit cycles synchronization

I What did these developments imply for the euro zone credit cycle?
I Rising synchronization of credit cycle was expected with the single currency

(at least by the EC)
I Rising synch makes a single monetary policy easier
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Ambivalent credit cycles synchronization (Coussin and
Delatte, 2019)
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Section 3

Diverging competitiveness
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Distengangling the drivers of REER changes

1. Movements in domestic prices (or
unit labour costs) relative to those
of trading partners

2. Movements of the euro nominal
exchange rate.

I The real appreciation reflected the
strengthening of the euro in all five
current account deficit countries
→ Part of the appreciation of the
euro and the ensuing loss in
competitiveness was an external
shock for eurozone countries

I In Germany the REER remained
stable, with the nominal
appreciation offset by a decline in
ULC relative to trading partners
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Currency misalignments

Source: Eqchange- CEPII
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Two different (competing) stories

I The popular view is that the net debtors in the eurozone have accumulated
external liabilities because of an increase of their unit labor cost → the loss
of competitiveness due to domestic forces hypothesis

I But different angle: external factors have contributed to the dynamics of
internal imbalances:

1. External shocks have driven asymmetric effects
2. The loss of competitiveness in the periphery has been driven by a nominal

appreciation
I Current account deficit were financed by capital inflows from France and

Germany
I Meanwhile Germany experienced a significant transition
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Germany’s competitive position
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The German miracle?

I Between 2003 and 2004, SPD chancellor G. Schroder (1998-2005) cut the
German welfare state, pension and unemployment benefits (Hartz reforms)

I Controversy in the German society
I Triggered the emergence of Die Linke out of SPD
I CDS Merkel wins the elections
I Perceived as the major factor of German resilience to the crisis
I Dustmann, Fitzenberger, Schonberg and Spitz-Oener (2008) disagree with

this analysis
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Real wage dynamics

I Evolution of real wages in West
Germany since 1990 (East German
wages are affected after German
reunification).

I Real wages at the 15th fell
dramatically from the mid 1990s
onwards.

I From the early 2000s onwards,
median real wages started to fall,
and only wages at the top of the
distribution continued to rise
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Manuf versus services
I Was it particularly pronounced in

the tradable manufacturing sector-
the backbone of the German
exporting industries?

I Chart breaks down along
nontradable sector tradable
manufacturing sector tradable
services sector.

I Real wages in the manufacturing
sector rose at all percentiles until
the mid 2000s and continued to
rise at the median and the 85th
percentile.

I In the NT sector, no increase until 2000 and then decline.
I Sharpest increase in inequality occurred in the tradable service sector →

manuf sector has benefited from low wages in other domestic sectors and
from cheap imports from abroad.
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What happened in the manufacturing sector

I Manufacturing drew on domestic inputs where real wages fell between 1995
and 2007

I Manufacturing sector has made increased use of trade integration with
Eastern European countries
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Assembly line story?
I Sinn (2006) argued that Germany was becoming an assembly place for

foreign produced inputs
I Indeed, increased use of foreign inputs in domestic industries.

I But it can not be the whole story
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German Labor Market Institutions

I Wage setting process is laid out in contracts and mutual agreements rather
than by law (and without the goverment influence)

I Implies a high level of decentralization which requires a lower consensus
along the political spectrum

I Meanwhile sharp decline in the share of workers covered by union
agreements

I Increase in opening clauses that strengthened the role of firm-based works
councils in wage determination relative to trade unions

I Negociations are less confrontational : 5 days of strike per year per 1000
employees versus 103 in France from 2000 to 2009 (only Canada does
worse)

I The rise in firm-level differences in wages strongly contributed to the rise in
wage inequality in Germany
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German labor market flexibility

I The new opportunities to move production in Eastern Europe changed the
power equilibrium between trade unions and employer federations, and
forced unions and/or works councils to accept deviations from
industry-wide agreements.

I ”Hartz Reforms” are often credited for spurring German economy
I Plausible that the changes already underway in Germany’s labor markets

helped in preparing the political ground for the Hartz reforms
I However modest focus on the wage setting process. It was focused on

decreasing unemployment benefits
I Lesson for Europe: decentralizing bargaining to the firm level while keeping

workers’ representatives involved to secure that employees benefit again
when economic conditions improve.
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